HOW TO PACK, PALLETIZE & SHRINK WRAP YOUR FREIGHT

We never say it enough:
Package your products for strength: inside each box and on the pallet. Use quality packaging materials.

Fact: Carriers' job is to move your freight from A to B, not to prepare it for shipment.

HOW TO PACK YOUR PRODUCT IN THE BOX:

DOs  
- New, quality box
- Foam peanuts, air pillow, bubble wrap, or corrugated inserts
- Tape
- Label

DON'Ts  
- Used box
- Air
- Fragile, Glass, Liquid, or Heavy Weight Sticker

HOW TO PALLETIZE & SHRINK WRAP YOUR FREIGHT:

DOs  
- Straps
- Top pads
- Cornerbeads
- Visible label
- Empty flat cardboard
- Shrink wrap the top part of the pallet

DON'Ts  
- Staggered (preferred)
- Aligned (OK)
- Misaligned
- Overhang

SOURCES
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jDz9S529J4
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iY2W0jvG5pA
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dnly4JxU4Fw